Stop the Violence
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Violence has affected my life in a terrible way. The way violence has affected my life was when my brother was shot. My brother was shot several times, because of that my heart could have been scarred for the rest of my life. I could have had someone important taken away from me. It made me feel sad, hurt, and scared. It made me feel as if I did not have a right to go outside anymore without something bad happening to me. I was scared not only for myself but for my brother also because I thought they would not stop trying to kill him. I was afraid if the person who shot him would not be caught and would keep trying to kill my brother. I do not even know why someone would want to do something like that knowing that my brother has a family who needs him, who loves him, and cares for him because I bet the person has a family that cares for him also but some people probably only care about them selves.

There are many causes of youth violence. The causes of youth violence are Rumors, lies, hanging out with the wrong people, attitude, drugs/gangs, bullying, revenge, jealousy and many more. For example: hanging out with the wrong people can
get you involved into things like drugs. Drugs can get you involved with money and when it comes up to money there can be jealousy. There can also be rumors and lies about you. Another cause of youth violence is Gangs Some people get involved in gangs because of family acceptance or because of boredom. Revenge is one of the main reasons for youth violence. Being jealous of someone else can cause you to do many things to that person with out thinking about what you are actually doing. Being jealous of someone can cause you to hate him or her and once you hate someone you do not really, care you just do whatever comes to mind, just to be above that person.

Now a day’s nobody can really stop violence, there is nothing we can do to stop it. Some people just have so much hatred, they already know that if you do something that you know your not supposed to do there are consequences. All you can really do is keep away from those kinds of people, try your best not to hang out with them and go your own separate way. Maybe I can try talking to my friends. If their interested in making pins and t-shirts and try to get together to tell people to stop the violence, because the world is nothing with so much violence. However, to be honest I doubt it will work. However, I am willing to try. I hope it really works and people choose to listen and actually think about what violence can cause people to do. We do not need hatred to solve problems there can be better ways to work things out.